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9/14/71 
hear ?lo, 

: fear that the pattern with which I am only too feeilier may be repeated in some ways at Attica because at Attica is is possible for something to be done. That must be 
prevented, as those responeible see it, end they are in control of the evidence. Therefore, I thiea some things should be done immediately, if ih no other way by the filing of a civil suit, perhaps an injunction, but who am I to tell a lawyer how? Let me instead talk 
about. why. 

Each corpse has a fine chance of havine the cause of death still in it at the time of the autoesy. With shotgun pellets it is aleost certain. lith Pistols it ie likely. With rifles less so, not impossible, but if under the existing circumstances the bullet.] did not remain in the bodies, they aleost erteanly are on the Grounds. Now each bullet can, except with extreme deformation, be teanced to a specific weapon to the exklusion of all others. With defemation it can stile be traced to other bullets, to the hatch of an identifiable manufacturers runs in the factory, and fairly well to each other. Each cop does not buy his oen and the state doesn't get them at the local elnutelean gunshop, byi the piece. They 
bey big batches, and they generally are packed as they coee off the line. 

I am les, familiar with theposeibilities of -teeing buekehat, but such the same 
principles apely to the traces through eveefacture, etc. 

Now as each goes through the clothing it leave an invisible calling card, minute and invisible traces of its surface that touches the clothes. Some bullets are jacketed 
with copper alloye, for example. Although they have lead cores, they'll leave copper traces on the clothes. Thus in the case of each victim the clothing can be important evidence, to show what kileed hie if the bullet does not remain. in tura this eeane two things: whether it was en any way possible for any prisoner to have caused the death and whether iublic authority did. 

There are a number of welleknown din the trade) tests by which these things are done. The chances are that the State police may be equipped to do teem. There is also t e nhsece they wili ring ie the memory hole in SLhhinaton, the FBI. 

From what I saw on TV tonight, the forensic pathologist is a good man in his business ana ie his conscience. I therefore assume that in each case among the things he likely aid is ieray each corpse, do all the prescribed things ie the autopsy, and retrieve ever piece of octal, each glowing like a fluorescent loeht in -rays. lie will have each piece, each pellet or buller, identified with the corpse from which he took it and he has identified each of those ray king prints. So, in each and every case the prospects are good that with the police not eakiee it imposeible it will be an easy matter to determine who killed which of the dead. There are a number of (I think) important reasons for do-hie this. One is to prevent the whitewash that all the verbal garbage ane proeaganda the State, from Reeky down, poured out to biome the prisoners for the maseacre. Another is in case any of the survivors of the dead or tee injured want to file suite, as I would hope they would. This was a mass acre and it can be proven - if the evidence is sot destroyed or "mieleid", as so much is 

At this point I decided to phone you because we have no euedoing sail before late tomorrow nialit. If I think" of anything we did not discuss, I'le -leke a note of it. tit please believe es, this is the most important mistake the eaddies have eerie in a lame time And, if everything even remotely possible to establish trutheveey publicly- is not tried it may be a very bad mistake. ikhi.s offers op ortunities endeeeeed of in xposina more than bad treat-
ment and mere repression. And the whites are also the victims. That, too, offers opArrtunities in a racist society. Conversely, if something is not done, ieeediately and well, things are gang to get muc#, such worse. 	 In haste, 


